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ABSTRACT

Two forced shallow-water flow scenarios are explored in a 2D fourth-order finite-volume dynamical core

with adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) to investigate AMR’s ability to track and resolve complex evolving

features. Traditional shallow-water test cases aremainly characterized by large-scale smooth flows that do not

effectively test the multiscale abilities of variable-resolution and AMRmodels to resolve sharp gradients and

small-scale flow filaments. Therefore, adding forcing mechanisms to the shallow-water system to model key

atmospheric processes adds complexity and creates small-scale phenomena. These can serve as foci for dy-

namic grid refinement while remaining simple enough to study the numerical design of a model’s dynamical

core. The first shallow-water flow scenario represents a strengthening, tropical cyclone–like, vortex that is

driven by a Betts–Miller-like convection scheme. The second shallow-water test is built upon a barotropically

unstable jet with an added Kessler-like warm rain scheme that leads to precipitating frontal zones. The key

feature of both tests is that there is significant sensitivity to the model grid while converging (structurally) at

high resolution. Both test cases are investigated for a series of uniform resolutions and a variety of AMR

tagging criteria. The AMR simulations demonstrate that grid refinement can resolve local features without

requiring global high-resolution meshes. However, the results are sensitive to the refinement criteria. Criteria

that trigger refinement early in a simulation reproduce the uniform-resolution reference solutions most re-

liably. In contrast, AMR criteria that delay refinement for several days require careful tuning of the AMR

thresholds to improve results compared with uniform-resolution simulations.

1. Introduction

The spherical shallow-water equations serve as an

effective test bed for assessing numerical methods for

atmospheric general circulation models (GCMs). They

exhibit many of the dynamical characteristics of the

full 3D equations with the advantage of being two-

dimensional and thus less computationally intensive.

Complex 3D models pair the GCM dynamical core

with a collection of subgrid-scale parameterization

schemes for unresolved physical processes. However,

shallow-water models and the unforced test cases tra-

ditionally associated with them (Williamson et al. 1992)

miss these subgrid-scale physical interactions (e.g.,

condensation and latent heat release), which play key

roles in atmospheric and climatological phenomena.

Including simplified forcing mechanisms to represent

moisture and heating processes in the shallow-water

system narrows the gap between idealized unforced

studies and full-physics models. These forced shallow-

water models mimic some of the dynamical complex-

ities of full 3Dmodels and retain the nonlinearity of the

physical processes. However, the forced shallow-water

equations are still simple enough to effectively study

key components of the dynamical core such as the

numerical algorithm, computational grid, the physics–

dynamics coupling and grid-scale interactions, and,

for variable-resolution and adaptive mesh refinement

(AMR)models, grid refinement strategies and efficacy.

An advantage is that shallow-water models are com-

putationally cheap and can be run at high resolutions

down to a few kilometers.

A variety of studies have implemented forcing mech-

anisms in shallow-water models to study the fundamentalCorresponding author: Jared O. Ferguson, joferg@umich.edu
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dynamical aspects of large synoptic-scale climatolog-

ical features, including flows resembling key aspects

of the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) (Ferreira

et al. 1996; Yang and Ingersoll 2013), as well as in-

tense, small-scale features including the evolution of

tropical cyclone (TC)-like vortices, cumulus convection,

and frontal propagation (Enagonio and Montgomery

2001; Hendricks et al. 2014). A framework to study the

specific dynamical role of moist processes in a shallow-

water system was proposed in the seminal work by Gill

(1982). In this system, amoisture equation with nonlinear

precipitation thresholds was added to the linearized

shallow-water equations to model the effects of latent

heat release on the propagation of large-scale distur-

bances. Similar models incorporating this framework for

parameterizing moisture were analyzed by Goswami and

Goswami (1991) in the context of large-scale equato-

rial wave propagation, and by Frierson et al. (2004),

Stechmann and Majda (2006), and Bouchut et al. (2009)

in studies of tropical precipitation fronts.Unlike the other

studies mentioned, Bouchut et al. (2009) implemented

the moist-convective parameterizations in a fully non-

linear rotating shallow-watermodel although theCoriolis

parameter was set to zero in their tests. The latter model

was also used by Lambaerts et al. (2011) for dry andmoist

barotropic instability analyses, and by Lahaye and Zeitlin

(2016) (with an added evaporation mechanism) to study

the dynamical role of moisture in tropical cyclone in-

stabilities. Furthermore, Rostami and Zeitlin (2017)

implemented both a one-layer barotropic version

and a two-layer shallow-water baroclinic version of the

Lambaerts et al. (2011) model to investigate large-scale

small-Rossby-number vortices.

Other recent frameworks for simulating precipitation

and convection in the shallow-water system include the

models by Würsch and Craig (2014) and Zerroukat and

Allen (2015, hereafter ZA). Würsch and Craig (2014)

developed a simplified model of cumulus convection

which incorporated representations of updrafts, down-

drafts, and idealized precipitation effects in a 1D non-

rotating shallow-water model. ZA heuristically derived

the rotating 2D shallow-water system from the 3Dmoist

Boussinesq approximation. Density was permitted to

vary with temperature, resulting in additional buoyancy-

related terms in the momentum equations and permitting

a dynamics-moisture feedback. ZA also implemented a

three-statemoisturemodel consisting of water vapor, cloud

water and rainwater. The latter resembles the warm rain

scheme by Kessler (1969) and is therefore characterized as

‘‘Kessler-like’’ here.

In this paper, we explore two forcing frameworks that

mimic moisture interactions in a rotating shallow-water

model on the sphere with adaptive mesh refinement

capabilities. The first framework extends the work by

Bouchut et al. (2009) and Lahaye and Zeitlin (2016) to

introduce forcing and precipitation mechanisms that

resemble a Betts–Miller-like (Betts and Miller 1986)

relaxation scheme. This framework is used to generate

and strengthen TC-like vortices. In the second frame-

work, the barotropic instability shallow-water test case

of Galewsky et al. (2004) is implemented using the

Kessler-like forcing as described in ZA. As the baro-

tropic jet becomes unstable and collapses, frontal zones

containing cloud water and precipitation develop. Using

these ‘‘intermediate-complexity’’ frameworks as a

test hierarchy, we investigate the distinctive dynami-

cal features produced by the nonlinear physical pro-

cesses in the shallow-water system. The goals of this

paper are to 1) fully describe the forcing frameworks

and initial conditions, 2) explore the sensitivity of

the flow scenarios to the horizontal resolution for

uniform-resolution configurations, and 3) use these as

reference solutions to explore the transient flow sce-

narios with AMR. The overarching question is how

well the AMR configuration of the model can capture

and resolve these complex, moving, and growing flow

features.

Though AMR methods for atmospheric flows were

first explored several decades ago, they are still in a

developmental stage and have not been used for real

weather and climatemodel simulations yet. Jablonowski

(2004), Ferguson et al. (2016) and Ferguson (2018)

provide detailed reviews of the AMR approaches for

atmospheric models and their AMR refinement criteria.

We refer to these references for an in-depth overview of

the atmospheric AMR literature. Here, we only briefly

note that AMR refinement criteria can either be based

on flow-based characteristics, like a vorticity or gradient

threshold, or estimates of the local truncation error. This

paper only assesses flow-based AMR criteria that that

are either guided by the dynamical fluid flow or phys-

ical attributes like cloud moisture. Our AMR assess-

ments utilize the fourth-order finite-volume Chombo

AMR model presented in McCorquodale et al. (2015),

Ferguson et al. (2016) and Ferguson (2018). This shallow-

water model implements dynamic grid refinement using a

mapped-multiblock AMR technique which overlays the

base grid with refined patches. Using AMR, we observe

how features in the test cases evolve due to the forcing

processes and how those forcing processes are affected by

the AMR refinement. In particular, we seek to quantify

improvements gained from AMR grids and determine

effective refinement criteria.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides

a brief overview of the finite-volume model and the

ChombomultiblockAMR techniques. Section 3 describes
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the shallow-water equations with moist Betts–Miller-

like forcing and the design of the TC-like vortex test

case. Sections 4 and 5 compare numerical results of the

strengthening vortex test case for uniform and AMR

runs of varying resolution, respectively. The moist

shallow-water system with Kessler-like forcing and the

results of the barotropically unstable flow for both

uniform and adaptive grids are presented in section 6.

Section 7 summarizes the findings.

2. High-order finite-volume Chombo AMR model

Weemploy anunstaggered finite-volume (FV)mapped-

multiblock dynamical core in a shallow-water config-

uration that is fourth-order accurate and adaptive in

both space and time. Its AMR technique is based on

the Chombo AMR library (Adams et al. 2015). An in-

depth description of the model design on an equian-

gular cubed-sphere grid can be found inMcCorquodale

et al. (2015), Ferguson et al. (2016) and Ferguson

(2018), and we only provide a brief summary here.

Additional details about the cubed-sphere geometry

and its metric terms are also provided in Ullrich et al.

(2010). The model uses a classical fourth-order Runge–

Kutta (RK4) time discretization scheme. In the hori-

zontal domain, a fourth-order accurate finite-volume

discretization is implemented to compute flux averages

on the faces of each grid cell. Additionally, a sixth-order

diffusive operator is applied to smooth the flux calcula-

tions while still maintaining the scheme’s fourth-order

accuracy. The model is mass conserving and conserves

energy up to the temporal truncation error, when limiters

or explicit dissipation are not applied.

The model’s cubed-sphere grid consists of a cube

whose six separate panels are projected onto the surface

of a sphere. The cubed-sphere grid, which was originally

suggested by Sadourny (1972), eliminates the two strong

polar singularities found in spherical latitude–longitude

grids and replaces them with weaker singularities along

the edges of the cubed sphere and at the eight corners.

The equiangular cubed sphere also leads to a quasi-

uniform mesh with similarly sized grid cells across the

sphere. The discrete resolution of the cubed-sphere grid

is denoted by c{Nc} where Nc is the number of grid cells

in each direction on a panel. Several properties of the

equiangular cubed-sphere grid, including approximate

grid spacings, are given in Table 1 for the resolutions

used in this paper. They range from about 320 to 5 km.

Our mapped-multiblockAMR approach implements a

hierarchy of nested grid levels of increasing resolution.

The grid resolution of an AMR level is defined by its

refinement ratio to the grid resolution of the coarser level

below it. In our investigations, we typically set the re-

finement ratio to X 5 4, but X 5 2 has also been tested.

Finer levels are placed over regions where coarse cells

have been marked (tagged) by the model as meeting the

refinement criterion. We note that each refined block

contains a collection of additional grid cells (between a

minimum of 8 3 8 and a maximum of 32 3 32) in the

horizontal direction. Therefore, a refined region always

contains a collection of grid cells and is not refined on a

cell-by-cell basis. This also provides somewhat of a buffer

zone around the feature of interest. The block structure of

the grid is schematically depicted in Fig. 1 of Ferguson

et al. (2016).

Cell values at finer levels are initialized via in-

terpolations from the coarser level. Ghost cells are

used to calculate fluxes at the level boundaries in the

same manner as is done at the cubed-sphere panel

boundaries. If multiple levels are used, intermediate

levels must cover enough area to ensure that the finer

level is nested within the intermediate level. It is re-

quired that the ghost cells for the finer level are only

interpolated from cells within the intermediate level.

To ensure stable integration the Courant number is

kept approximately constant, which requires that finer

cells be substepped in time. Once the coarse cells have

been advanced in time, the finer levels can be advanced

by the required number of substeps using ghost cells,

interpolated from the course cells, as boundary data.

TABLE 1. Properties for several cubed-sphere grid resolutions where Nc is the number of cells along an edge of a cubed-sphere panel.

Here the number of cells is the total number of grid cells (N2
c 3 6),Dx is the approximate grid spacing,Aavg is the average area of a grid cell,

Amin/Amax is the ratio between the minimum and maximum cell areas, Eq. Res. is the grid resolution in degrees given by 908/Nc, and

RLLequiv is the equivalent grid spacing on a regular latitude–longitude grid with the same total number of cells.

Resolution (Nc) No. of cells Dx (km) Aavg (km
2) Amin/Amax Eq. Res. RLLequiv

c32 6.14 3 103 313 8.302 3 104 0.7249 2.818 3.258
c64 2.46 3 104 156 2.076 3 104 0.7159 1.418 1.628
c128 9.83 3 104 78.2 5.189 3 103 0.7115 0.708 0.828
c256 3.93 3 105 39.1 1.297 3 103 0.7093 0.358 0.418
c512 1.57 3 106 19.5 3.243 3 102 0.7082 0.188 0.208
c1024 6.29 3 106 9.77 8.107 3 101 0.7076 0.098 0.108
c2048 2.52 3 107 4.89 2.027 3 101 0.7074 0.048 0.058
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After the substepping is complete, the values on the

coarse grid are updated from the solution on the

finer grid.

The refinement criteria determine the regions over

which additional grid levels are placed based on user-

selected threshold values for flow properties. The

thresholds are set independently for each simulation and

their criteria can be based on a variety of properties,

such as tracer values, gradients, relative vorticity, or a

combination of these. The AMR dynamical core can

incorporate multiple levels of refinement, with the

maximum number of levels refinement that could be

activated in a run set by the user for each simulation, and

tagging criteria can be uniformly enforced across all

levels or required to scale with increasing resolution.

As an aside, the Chombo AMR model version used

for the simulations here does not preserve monotonicity

or apply filters to transported tracers. Therefore, small

negative undershoots can occur in tracer fields, which

needs to be remedied in future model versions. How-

ever, negative tracer values never affect the actual

physical forcing calculations presented here. This is due

to the design of the Betts–Miller-like and Kessler-like

physics forcings that ignore or filter out negative mois-

ture quantities.

3. Forced TC-like shallow-water vortices

The first ‘‘moist’’ framework of our shallow-water

system simulates the growth and development of TC-

like vortices using a Betts–Miller-like precipitation

forcing mechanism. The flow field is initialized with

weak vortices on a background field of uniform height

at a state of rest. Evaporation and precipitation then

cause these vortices to strengthen. After several days of

strengthening, the vortices collapse and a more chaotic

system evolves, characterized by several smaller vortices

and a jetlike background flow. We first provide a de-

scription of the moist shallow-water system and an

overview of the initial conditions. We then present the

evolution of an isolated vortex at a uniform high reso-

lution that serves as a reference solution.

a. ‘‘Moist’’ shallow-water equations

The rotating shallow-water equations on the sphere

are modified to include the transport of a moisture

variable and the effects of moisture, precipitation, and

evaporation. These modifications extend the work by

Bouchut et al. (2009) and Lahaye and Zeitlin (2016). As

in Lahaye and Zeitlin (2016) our framework includes a

newly added moisture equation [Eq. (3)] with a precip-

itation sinkP and an evaporation sourceE. Precipitation

is triggered when moisture levels exceed a saturation

threshold. A corresponding mass sink is added to the

right-hand side (rhs) of the continuity equation [Eq. (2)].

The vector momentum, continuity, and moisture equa-

tions for this modified shallow-water system in conser-

vation form are as follows:

›hv

›t
1= � (hv5v)1 f k̂3 (hv)1 gh=H5 0, (1)

›h

›t
1= � (hv)52bP , (2)

›hQ

›t
1= � (hQv)5 h(E2P) . (3)

Here v is the horizontal velocity vector, v 5 v denotes

the outer product of the velocity vector, k̂ is the unit

vector in the vertical direction, f is the Coriolis param-

eter, g is the acceleration due to gravity, h is the height of

the fluid, H 5 h 1 hb is the total height including the

bottom topography hb (here set to zero), = is the hor-

izontal gradient operator, = � represents the horizontal

divergence, and the dimensionless moisture variable

Q represents bulk humidity. The latent heat release

from precipitation cannot be explicitly modeled in this

equation set. It is therefore indirectly represented

as a mass sink in Eq. (2) that is governed by an ad-

justable constant b (defined later). More detailed

motivations for similar forcing mechanisms are pre-

sented in Bouchut et al. (2009) and Lahaye and Zeitlin

(2016). Note that the conservation form necessitates

the use of h(E 2 P) on the rhs of Eq. (3). If a model is

formulated in advective form, the following moisture

equation needs to be used:

›Q

›t
1 v � =Q5E2P , (4)

which mimics Eq. (1) of Lahaye and Zeitlin (2016). The

forcings on the rhs of the vector momentum equation

(rhs 5 0) and continuity equation (rhs 5 2bP) are in-

dependent of the model formulation and identical for

models in either advective or conservation form. This

mimics the physics–dynamics coupling strategies of real

weather and climate models. The latter ignore physics

forcings in the dynamical cores and add the physical

forcings to the rhs of the equations after an adiabatic

dynamical core integration step.

The precipitation sink is calculated in terms of Q and

the saturation value Qs,

P5
Q2Q

s

t
H(Q2Q

s
) , (5)

with a relaxation time of t5 1 day;H( � ) is theHeaviside

function so that P 5 0 whenever Q # Qs. In contrast to
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the uncapped, wind speed dependent, E formulation in

Lahaye and Zeitlin (2016) we link the evaporation rate

E inEq. (3) to an intermediate evaporation rateEr and the

concept of a ‘‘moisture reservoir’’ Cr to limit the evapo-

rative forcing effect. This was motivated by the fact

that the Lahaye and Zeitlin (2016) formulation can

lead to runaway supersaturation and very large height

forcing which causes exceedingly high wind velocities

and negative height values in longer simulations. Thus,

our evaporation rate E is capped and given by

E5
1

Dt
min(E

r
Dt,C

r
), (6)

where Dt is the model time step. This formulation uti-

lizes the intermediate evaporation rate Er:

E
r
5a

e
jvj for jvj, y

max

E
r
5a

e
(y

max
) for jvj$ y

max
, (7)

where the evaporated moisture scales with wind speed

jvj and depends on the tuning coefficient ae as in Lahaye

and Zeitlin (2016). In the simulations presented below,

we select ae 5 0.055m21 and ymax5 30m s21. The new

aspect is that we cap Er for velocity magnitudes greater

than ymax.

The second new aspect is that E is also limited by the

available moisture reservoir. This reservoir is somewhat

analogous to the heat content of an ocean surface and its

limiting effects on tropical cyclone intensity (the so-

called cold-wake effect of tropical cyclones). Equation

(6) demonstrates that the evaporation rate E cannot

exceed the amount of moisture remaining in the reser-

voir CR(l, f) for any given longitude l and latitude f.

The reservoir is affected by the evaporation rate E,

which removes moisture from the reservoir, and a

Newtonian relaxation that slowly returns the reservoir

to its initial state. This time-dependent moisture reser-

voir is therefore defined as

›C
r
(l,f)

›t
52E1

1

t
c

[C
0
(l,f)2C

r
(l,f)], (8)

whereC0(l,f) is the initial distribution and tc5 10 days

is the relaxation time. The initial moistureC0 is a zonally

symmetric field:

C
0
(l,f)5C

max
cos4(f) , (9)

with the constant Cmax 5 0.05. The reservoir is largest

near the equator and declines to zero at the poles. The

evaporation rate E, as calculated in Eq. (6), ensures that

Cr cannot become negative, and E tends toward zero

for a declining moisture reservoir.

Another difference to the Bouchut et al. (2009) and

Lahaye and Zeitlin (2016) forcing mechanisms is that they

implemented a constant b in Eq. (2) to represent the

precipitation mass sink. We implement a variable b that

scaleswith fluid height.As the fluid height decreases below

the initial value,b is also decreased, reducing precipitation

forcing and even removing it completely after h has fallen

below a certain height. This setup prevents negative fluid

height caused by the forcing and limits the vortex strength.

Thus the coefficient b is set as

b5b
0
tanh

�
max

�
0, l

b

h2 h
t

h
0
2 h

t

��
. (10)

We set the constants to b0 5 0.01m and lb 5 10. The

parameter h0 is the initial background height and ht is

the cutoff height set to 75% of h0. As observed in the

TC-like test case, the b term does not limit the vortex

strengthening until the vortex is well established.

b. Vortex initialization technique

The initial conditions for the TC-like vortex test case

consist of one or more small, weak vortices that are

seeded onto constant-height and zero-velocity back-

ground conditions. In addition, each vortex is initial-

ized with some supersaturation to ensure that the forcing is

triggered immediately, creating convergence and allowing

the vortices to strengthen.

Each initial vortex is a small Gaussian depression in

the uniform height field such that the height field for one

initial vortex is

h5 h
0
2h

f
exp

"
2

�
r

r
w

�2
#
. (11)

Here, h0 5 4000m is the uniform initial height, hf is the

depth of the Gaussian depression, and rw is the radius

of maximum wind. The values for hf and rw are desig-

nated later and, if desired, multiple vortices with varying

characteristics can be placed into the domain. The great

circle distance r from point (l, f) to the vortex center

(ld, fd) is given by

r5 aarccos[sinf
d
sinf1 cosf

d
cosf cos(l2 l

d
)] , (12)

with Earth’s mean radius a 5 6.371 22 3 106m. The

chosen (ld, fd) vortex center points are provided later.

The corresponding zonal u and meridional y wind

components for each vortex can then be derived from

the geostrophic wind balance so that

u52
g

af

›h

›f
and y5

g

af cosf

›h

›l
. (13)
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The Coriolis parameter f5 2V sinf utilizes the constant

rotation rateV5 7.2923 1025 s21. If desired, a steering

background wind field could be overlaid. However, this

is not done here. The full equations for u and y in

Eq. (13) are also provided in Chapter 3.3.2 of Ferguson

(2018). This initialization of the weak vortices is not

perfectly balanced on the sphere and will cause the

creation of some gravity waves. However, there is no

need to further balance these initial conditions due

to the effects of the forcing triggered immediately by

an initial supersaturation. The associated mass sink

in Eq. (2) creates significantly larger gravity waves

which quickly overwhelm the effects of the initial field

imbalances.

The initial dimensionless moisture profile Q consists

of a background profile Q0 and a Gaussian hill leading

to supersaturation overlaying each vortex. The back-

ground profile has a minimum value at the poles and

increases to a maximum just below the saturation point

in the equatorial region, and is given by

Q
0
5min(Q

sat
2Q

off
, cosf1Q

min
), (14)

with the saturation valueQsat 5 0.9,Qoff 5 0.01 sets the

maximum background field just below saturation, and

Qmin 5 0.05 is the minimum initial moisture value at the

poles. On top of the background profile is aGaussian hill

which raises the initial moisture level in each vortex

above saturation.With this perturbation, the total initial

moisture profile is

Q5Q
0
1Q

f
exp

"
2

�
r

r
w

�2
#
, (15)

where Qf is the maximum moisture perturbation value

at the center of the vortex stated later. The initial su-

persaturation allows the vortex to begin strengthening

immediately. It provides the initial convergence which

pulls additional moisture toward the vortex center,

sustaining the growth of the vortex. Without supersat-

uration, the growth of the vortex is less consistent and

requires more time to initiate. For runs with more than

one vortex, the height, velocity, and moisture pertur-

bations for all initial vortices are summed up and over-

laid on the background fields. If the vortices are close

together, their fields may significantly overlap.

c. Reference solution: Evolution of a strengthening
vortex

We implement the test case by initializing one iso-

lated vortex at a uniform high resolution and observe its

evolution over 12 days. This c2048 resolution (;5 km)

run serves as a reference solution for AMR and coarser

resolution runs. The initial weak vortex is centered at

(ld 5 08, fd 5 108) with the maximum height pertur-

bation hf 5 10m, radius of maximum wind rw 5 600 km,

and maximum moisture perturbation Qf 5 0.0175.

These values result in an initial wind magnitude peak

of 5.7m s21 and a peak moisture value of 0.83% above

the saturation value Qs. The initial vorticity profile is

depicted in Fig. 1a. In addition, we initialize a non-

symmetric binary pair of vortices 908E of the isolated

vortex. The two additional vortices have little effect on

the evolution of the isolated main vortex during the

first 12 days of simulation. They are added to the test

case to help form a complex chaotic global flow ap-

proximately 14 days into the simulation. The initializa-

tion details for the two vortices and the extended-time

(up to 16 days) results focusing on all three vortices are

discussed in detail in Ferguson (2018).

The evolution of the vortex’s relative vorticity profile

over a period of 12 days is depicted in Fig. 1. As the

vortex drifts toward the northwest due to beta drift, it

undergoes a steady increase in strength over the first

six days. At day 6, the maximum wind magnitude has

increased to 16.7m s21 and the vortex strengthens more

rapidly from this point. At day 8 the maximum wind has

reached 31.2m s21, while by day 10 it has increased to

69.0m s21. During its evolution, the vortex develops a

symmetric ring of maximum vorticity around day 4. This

ring can be clearly seen at days 6 and 7 (Figs. 1d,e). As

the vortex rapidly intensifies, this symmetric ring be-

comes elongated, as seen at day 8 in Fig. 1f and collapses.

The filaments of large positive vorticity then begin to

collate, creating a concentrated area of maximum vor-

ticity (day 9, Fig. 1g). A small section of the vorticity

filament is not reincorporated into the center spirals of

the main vortex (day 10, Fig. 1h), becoming a separate,

smaller secondary vortex pair seen by day 12 (Fig. 1i).

Figure 2 provides a snapshot at day 8 of the height

field (Fig. 2a), wind magnitude (Fig. 2b), precipitation

rate (Fig. 2c), and ocean-like reservoir of available

moisture for evaporation (Fig. 2d), corresponding to the

relative vorticity profile in Fig. 1f. Similar to the vorticity

profile at day 8, an elongated ring of strongest winds

and heaviest precipitation is present around the vor-

tex center. In addition, a Rossby wave train forms

toward the southeast is visible in the wind and pre-

cipitation fields (Figs. 2b,c). The area of low moisture

reservoir levels to the southeast of the vortex in

Fig. 2d shows where evaporation has been the stron-

gest and reflects the path of the vortex. This lack of

moisture for evaporation suppresses precipitation and

vortex strengthening. The main vortex strengthens

more slowly after day 10, reaching a peak wind speed

of 176m s21 before day 13. It then starts to weaken
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having reached higher latitudes where less moisture is

available in the reservoir.

4. TC-like vortices: Impact of the resolution in
uniform-resolution simulations

We implement the TC-like vortex test case with a

series of uniform resolution runs (as listed in Table 1)

which can readily be compared to the high-resolution

c2048 (’5 km) simulation. The time step changes in

proportion to the grid resolution. Figure 3 depicts the

growth in the maximum magnitude of relative vorticity

for the main vortex in uniform resolution runs with

grid spacings between’160km (c64) and’5km (c2048).

In general, vortices in higher-resolution runs have larger

maximum vorticity over the first 10 days, while the c64

resolution is too coarse to properly resolve the vortex and

it slowly weakens.

In Fig. 3 we see that the c256 run strengthens more

rapidly after day 9 in comparison to higher resolution

runs. The c256 run’s peak vorticity is higher than the

c512 and c1024 runs by day 12, which peak between days

11 and 12 before weakening. This is in contrast to a

continued increase in strength with increasing resolution

that would be expected in a pure dynamics simulation.

This difference in vorticity strength can be seen in Fig. 4,

which depicts the relative vorticity field for uniform runs

c256 (’40km), c512 (’20km), and c1024 (’10km) at

FIG. 1. The evolution of the relative vorticity for an isolated strengthening vortex in a c2048 uniform run. (a)–(f) Relative vorticity plots

for the initial condition, day 0, and days 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8 with color contour range of21.23 1024 to 3.03 1024 s21. (g),(h) Relative vorticity

for days 9 and 10 with the color contour range increased to between23.23 1024 and 8.03 1024 s21. (i) Relative vorticity for day 12 with

a contour range of 24.8 3 1024 to 12.0 3 1024 s21. Note that (g)–(i) have an expanded latitude–longitude domain.
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day 9 in Figs. 4a–c and day 12 in Figs. 4d–f re-

spectively. The collapse and roll-up of the main vortex

at day 9 and the secondary vortex observed at day 12

are clearly resolved in the c1024. In contrast, the c256

run neither develops the distinct vortex ring struc-

ture nor its collapse. The c256 and coarser resolutions

are unable to resolve the ring-like structure that the

physics forcing induces. Instead, they dissipate that

finescale feature into a broader area of vorticity that

continues to strengthen rather than collapsing and

weakening.

5. TC-like vortices: Impact of the resolution in
AMR simulations

The goal of this section is to assess the ability of dif-

ferent AMR refinement criteria to achieve compara-

ble results to the uniform-resolution simulations of the

FIG. 2. Day 8 plots for the uniform c2048 run of the isolated strengthening vortex for several variables: (a) Height field (m), (b) wind

magnitude (m s21), (c) instantaneous precipitation rate (moisture value per day), and (d) reservoir moisture content (moisture value).

These plots correspond to the day 8 vorticity plot in Fig. 1f, though note the larger latitude–longitude domain in these plots.
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TC-like vortices. First, the chosen tagging criteria for

refinement are discussed.

a. AMR tagging criteria

OurAMR analyses focus on the relative vorticity field

as the tagging variable since it reliably picks out a com-

bination of large-scale and finescale flow structures, and is

sensitive to changes in resolution.We conductAMR runs

with three different tagging criteria:

d Tag 1: a scaled vorticity threshold with a base thresh-

old of jzj . 2 days21 5 2.3 3 1025 s21,
d Tag 2: a scaled vorticity threshold with a base thresh-

old of jzj . 3 days21 5 3.5 3 1025 s21,
d Tag 3: a constant vorticity threshold of jzj .
5 days21 5 5.8 3 1025 s21.

The constant threshold triggers all levels of refinement

simultaneously when the threshold is surpassed. The two

scaled refinement criteria increase the threshold value

for triggering each additional level of refinement beyond

the first AMR level proportionally, in a one-to-one ra-

tio, with increasing resolution. For example, in a c32-

base two-level AMR run with a X 5 4 refinement ratio

using Tag 1, the first level of AMR, the c128 level, is

triggered when relative vorticity exceeds 2.33 1025 s21,

but the second layer of AMR, the c512 level, is triggered

when relative vorticity exceeds 9.2 3 1025 s21. This de-

lay in triggering higher refinement results in some loss of

detail on features of interest in their initial stages, but

significantly fewer grid cells, and the corresponding

computational cost, are used.

The Tag 1 vorticity threshold results in the initial

precipitation region being covered by the first level of

refinement, while the threshold in Tag 2 results in re-

finement over only part of the initial precipitation area.

Tag 3’s value is set above the initial maximum vorticity

so that it is triggered within the first few days of the

simulation. The higher vorticity threshold reduces some

of the computational cost associated with the Tag 3

constant threshold triggering at once all levels of re-

finement. Other thresholds were explored but those

were either too restrictive, not providing enough reso-

lution to properly resolve the vortex, or triggered too

much refinement, significantly increasing the computa-

tional cost. The selected thresholds are a middle ground

and offer some examples of both cases.

b. Evolution of maximum vortex strength

The growth of the peak relative vorticity is shown in

Fig. 5 for the various choices of refinement criteria, base

resolution, and number of AMR levels. The plotted

AMR runs represent several combinations of starting

base resolution, number of AMR levels, refinement ra-

tios between levels, and tagging criteria to explore ef-

fective combinations of these attributes. In total, 12 of

the 13 configurations have a maximum of only 1 or 2

levels of refinement. We implement one c32 base-level

AMR with three levels of x4 refinement with Tag 1 to

observe what improvement is provided by the triggering

of a c2048 high-resolution level late in the simulation

compared to the c32 base-level run with only two levels

of AMR. Several runs have a refinement ratio of x2 in-

stead of x4, and two c256 base-level AMR runs with Tag

2 and Tag 3 have an initial level of x2 refinement and a

second level of x4 refinement. This small-ratio attribute

was implemented to observe what effects more gradual

transitions have on the vortex. Since Tag 3 does not

trigger initial AMR refinement, only base resolutions of

c128 or higher could be used since the vortex does not

strengthen in lower-resolution runs.

Figure 5 shows that the AMR runs are able to follow

the growth trajectory of uniform runs with the same

resolution as the finest AMR level. AMR runs, where

refinement occurs within the first day, are able to match

the maximum vorticity of the uniform run with the same

resolution as the highest AMR level. The c256-base

1-level AMR runs with Tag 1 and Tag 2 refinement in

Figs. 5a and 5b and the c512 base-level AMR runs in

Figs. 5b and 5c fit this category. The maximum relative

vorticity for several other AMR runs remain slightly

lower than the corresponding uniform run because the

FIG. 3. The daily maximum relative vorticity of the strengthening

vortex over a period of 13 days for uniform runs with resolutions

from c64 to c2048. This vorticity value is only for the central vortex;

it excludes any maximum that may occur in the secondary vortices

spunoff.
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higher-resolution refinement is triggered several days

into the simulation. This delay can be seen in the

c128/c512/c2048 AMR run with Tag 3 in Fig. 5c. The

c512 and c2048 refinement levels in that run are not

triggered until after day 2.

The key exceptions to this trend are the two c32 Tag 1

AMRruns in Fig. 5a. The three-level (c32/c128/c512/c2048)

and the two-level (c32/c128/c512) AMR runs have

maximum vorticities nearly 40% and 25% weaker,

respectively, at day 12 in comparison to their uniform

reference runs. These two runs had the c128 refinement

level triggered at initialization. However, the c512

AMR level is not triggered until after six and half days,

and c2048AMR level after 10 days, so these runs follow

the low-resolution regime more closely. In contrast,

the c64-base AMR runs with Tag 1 (Fig. 5a) and Tag 2

(Fig. 5b) do resolve the vortex’s rapid strengthening,

albeit delayed, and result in comparable vortex

strength by the end of the situation. Both runs have initial

c256 level refinement, but the c1024 level is not triggered

until day 5 for Tag 1 and day 7 for Tag 2. As a result, the

vorticity maxima do not diverge from the uniform c256

run’s trajectory until after day 7 for the Tag 1 run and day 8

for the Tag 2 one. Though the trigger times for the second

AMR level are comparable to the c32-base AMR runs,

the c64 AMR runs do follow the c1024 maximum vorticity

by day 10. The higher refinement occurs earlier in the

c64 AMR runs before the rapid intensification and

vortex collapse period.

Figure 6 depicts the mass loss ratio between select

uniform and AMR runs and the c2048 reference run.

Given that the mass sink forcing is key to the vortex

strengthening, the mass loss for the select AMR runs

aligns well with the maximum vorticity comparisons

FIG. 4. Relative vorticity field of the strengthening vortex case at (a)–(c) day 9 and (d)–(f) day 12 for uniform runs (a),(d) c256 resolution,

(b),(e) c512 resolution, and (c),(f) c1024 resolution. These plots correspond to the day 9 uniform c2048 plot Fig. 1g, and day 12 plot Fig. 1i.
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seen in Figs. 3 and 5. The higher resolution uniform runs

have comparable mass losses, while the coarser c128 run

and the c32-base Tag 1 AMR run retain more mass as

expected. The other Tag 1 and Tag 2 AMR runs begin

with slightly slower mass loss rates than the c2048 ref-

erence run but as more refinement is triggered, the mass

loss rate increases until it is comparable to the reference

run. The mass loss in the c128-base Tag 3 AMR run

follows the uniform c128 runmore closely even though

its maximum vorticity and other features are similar

to the higher resolution runs. However, the run has a

comparable mass loss rate to the reference run once

refinement is triggered around day 3. After day 9

its mass loss rate decreases and once again tracks the

c128 run. This may be the result of the higher AMR

threshold that prevents refinement over areas south

and west of the main vortex which become the main

areas of precipitation (mass loss) toward the end of the

simulation. As an aside, convection schemes in real

weather and climate models are not a source or sink for

dry air mass. The mass loss here is a special charac-

teristic of the chosen Betts–Miller-like forcing mech-

anism for the shallow-water equations.

c. Vortex structure at days 9 and 12

Figures 7 and 8 depict the relative vorticity field for

day 9 and day 12, respectively, for six of the AMR runs.

They provide a more detailed comparison of the overall

vortex and the small-scale features in the vorticity field

between the AMR runs and the uniform resolution runs

in Figs. 1 and 4. At day 9 the effect of AMR is relatively

straight forward and expected. The earlier in the simu-

lation higher resolutions are applied the more closely

the run resembles the uniform c2048 run at day 9. The

three-level c32-base AMR run with Tag 1 (Fig. 7a) only

has c128 and c512 AMR levels triggered. Thus its vortex

evolution is delayed several days and more comparable

to the uniform c2048 vortex at day 7 (Fig. 1d). The

vortices in the two c64-based AMR runs with Tag 1

(Fig. 7b) and Tag 2 (Fig. 7e) are also delayed, though by

less than a day. They are similar to the c512 uniform run

at day 9 (Fig. 4b). The vortex in the c64-baseAMRTag 1

run is slightly stronger and more deformed than the Tag

2 run, reflecting the earlier refinement triggered by the

lower threshold. The c128 two-level AMR (Fig. 7c) and

FIG. 5. Maximum relative vorticity of the strengthening vortex

over a period of 13 days for (a) AMR runs using the Tag 1 re-

finement criteria, (b) AMR runs using the Tag 2 criteria, and

(c) AMR runs using the Tag 3 criteria. For comparison purposes

 
the uniform run lines from Fig. 3 have been imposed in light gray

on the other three plots. The labeling of each run shows the

base resolution and the resolution of each AMR level that can be

triggered (e.g., the c256/c1024 Tag 1 run has a base resolution of

c256 and one level of AMR at c1024 resolution).
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c256 two-level AMR (Fig. 7d) runs with Tag 2 criterion,

closelymatch the day 9 vorticitymagnitudes of the c2048

uniform run. However, a small delay is evident by the

less developed comma-like positive vorticity feature of

the main vortex ring. In c128-base two-level AMR run

with the Tag 3 criteria in Fig. 7f the vortex structure is

comparable to the c2048 uniform run at 8.5 days.

Figure 8 shows that at day 12 most of the AMR runs,

even with delayed vortex evolution, now have compa-

rable strength and vortex structure, including the spinoff

of a smaller secondary vortex, as observed in the cor-

responding high-resolution uniform runs. The main ex-

ception is the vorticity field for the c32-base Tag 1 AMR

run (Fig. 8a), which is still delayed with a vorticity field

more comparable to day 10 of the c2048 uniform run

(Fig. 1h). The c64-base Tag 2 AMR run (Fig. 8e), unlike

the Tag 1 run (Fig. 8b), fails to reproduce the secondary

vortex spinoff. The c128-base AMR Tag 3 run (Fig. 8f)

and the c256-base AMR Tag 2 run (Fig. 8d) effectively

capture the anticyclonic filaments around themain vortex

observed in the uniform c2048 run at day 12 (Fig. 1i).

d. Comparison of growth and coverage of refinement
levels for two AMR runs

Table 2 compares the number of grid cells at each

AMR level at several days for both the Tag 2 and Tag

3 c128 two-level AMR runs. The Tag 2 run’s initial c512

refinement appears to outweigh the benefits of the extra

c2048 resolution that the Tag 3 run has after day 2.

However, by the end of the run the additional c2048

refinement in Tag 3 provides better coverage of finescale

structures around themain vortex as seen in Figs. 7 and 8.

A scaled tagging criteria similar toTag 2 butwith less than

one-to-one scaling with resolution (e.g., the threshold only

increases by half with doubling of resolution) may strike a

balance by providing both early refinement and more cov-

erage of key features with the highest resolution levels,

without significantly increasing computational costs.

Computationally, both AMR runs had significantly

fewer grid cells than the c2048 uniform run. At day 12,

the c128 two-level Tag 2 and Tag 3 AMR runs have

c512 resolution over approximately 5% and 2.7% of the

cubed sphere, respectively. The c2048 resolution cov-

ered 0.6% of the cubed-sphere surface for the Tag 2 run

and 1.3% for the Tag 3 run. For a 12-day simulation the

number of calculations for the c128 two-level AMR Tag

2 run is approximately 0.2% the number of calcula-

tions needed for the c2048 uniform run, and for the

c128 two-level AMR Tag 3 run it is roughly 0.4% that

of the c2048 run. Though the regridding process and

interpolation between coarse-fine levels do add some

additional overhead, AMR costs are dominated by the

evolution of the finest grids. Table 5 in Ferguson et al.

(2016) shows that the number of grid cells is a proxy

for the total computational cost for the Chombo-

AMR model.

e. Summary assessment of the AMR simulations

A key delineation between all these AMR runs is

apparent when c512 resolution or higher is imple-

mented. At these levels of refinement, the vortex

undergoes the high-resolution evolution regime. The

AMR runs with tagging criteria that triggered re-

finement levels of at least c512 initially, or within the first

day, exhibited vortex growthmost similar to the uniform

c2048. The subset of these runs that do not trigger the

c2048 refinement level until well into the simulation

(six days or later) outperform AMR runs which have

coarser than c512 resolutions initially but trigger c2048

resolution much earlier. Refinement, no matter what

time it is applied, still improves the results. Once c512 or

higher refinement is triggered, rapid strengthening

occurs and the vortex eventually transition to the high-

resolution evolution regime. The critical vortex col-

lapse merely occurs later in time and we see some of

thoseAMR runs can catch-up to the reference solution

run by day 10 or 12.

6. Forcing of the shallow-water equations via a
Kessler-like warm rain scheme

An alternative setup for a moist, forced shallow-

water system can be heuristically derived from the

FIG. 6. The ratios of mass loss in the uniform and AMR runs to

the mass loss in the c2048 uniform reference run as a function of

time. Thus the c2048 run line (solid black) is constantly one, and

runs that have lost less mass than the uniform c2048 reference, have

ratios of less than one. The c64 uniform run is not included in the

plot to show more clearly the variation in the runs that do have a

strengthening vortex.
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moist 3D Boussinesq equations. This is done via depth

averaging in ZA. This framework includes a three-

state moist physics model that simulates water vapor,

cloud water and rainwater, similar to the warm-rain

parameterization developed by Kessler (1969). The

forcing setup is comparable to the generalized

shallow-water equations of Ripa’s model (Ripa 1993,

1995) used in ocean modeling. In this model, latent

heat release due to precipitation increases the aver-

age temperature of the fluid, which is coupled to the

momentum equations. This is in contrast to our ear-

lier moist Betts–Miller-like framework, in which the

precipitation impacts the continuity equation. The

latter somewhat mimics a ‘‘convective mass flux’’. A

brief discussion comparing the two models is pre-

sented in appendix A of Bouchut et al. (2009). We

implement the Kessler-like physics forcing here for

both uniform and AMR runs, and use the barotropic

instability test case of Galewsky et al. (2004) for the

model initialization.

a. The shallow-water and physics equations

The forced shallow-water equations implemented in

this test case are presented in section 2.1 of ZA. The ZA

physics scheme consists of three forms ofmoisture which

are the water vapor qy, cloud water qc, and rainwater qr,

and a depth-averaged temperature variable u. When the

local value of qy exceeds a prescribed function for the

saturation a fraction of the oversaturation is condensed

into cloud water with a corresponding latent heat re-

lease that increases the local temperature u. In the same

manner, a fraction of cloud water (present in unsaturated

air) evaporates with a corresponding cooling effect. In

both cases, only a fraction of the water is converted to

avoid a two-time-step oscillation between oversaturated

and subsaturated air induced by the changing tem-

perature. Cloud water can also be converted to rain-

water when qc exceeds a prescribed threshold and a

fraction of the excess cloud water is then converted to

rainwater. The equation set for this physics scheme is

FIG. 7. Relative vorticity fields at day 9 for six AMR runs of the strengthening vortex case. These plots correspond to the day 9 uniform

plots in Figs. 1g and 4a–c. The block structures of the multiple refinement levels are outlined in black.
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presented in section 3 of ZA. In this setup, the rainwater

qr is removed from the system and counted as pre-

cipitation, whereas in ZA the qr variable is advected

around. In addition, our physics forcing functions for

temperature and the moisture quantities are multiplied

with h due to the conservation form of our equation set.

In both setups, the rainwater does not feed back onto the

dynamics so processes such as rain evaporation and ac-

cretion are neglected. It is important to note that the

moisture qy, qc, and qr and temperature u variables aswell

as the related constants from ZA, though derived from

realistic values are not suitably scaled to commonly used

physical units or value ranges. Given the simplicity of the

forcing, its constants can be, in principle, arbitrarily

chosen. However, we use the identical parameter values

described in ZA.

b. Barotropic instability test case initialization

The barotropic instability test case of Galewsky

et al. (2004) consists of a balanced zonal jet centered

at 458N to which a small height perturbation is added

to initiate the rollup of the jet. The initial velocity and

height fields, along with the height perturbation, are

defined in Galewsky et al. (2004). We add the u and qy
profiles to this initialization, and set the initial qc and

qr fields to zero. The initial u profile is a quadratic

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for day 12 after the small secondary vortex has spun off. These plots correspond to the day 12 uniform plots in

Figs. 1i and 4d–f. The block structures of the multiple refinement levels are outlined in black. Note the vorticity maximum in (d) is located

in the secondary vortex.

TABLE 2. A snapshot of the number of grid cells per refinement

level every three days for the two c128 2-level AMR runs using

Tag 2 and Tag 3 refinement criteria.

Number of cells per AMR level

c128 2-level AMR

Tag 2 run

c128 2-level AMR

Tag 3 run

Time c512 level c2048 level c512 level c2048 level

Day 0 1.03 3 104 — — —

Day 3 1.43 3 104 — 3.90 3 103 1.18 3 104

Day 6 2.14 3 104 — 1.56 3 104 7.51 3 104

Day 9 3.07 3 104 8.10 3 104 1.87 3 104 1.24 3 105

Day 12 7.67 3 104 1.46 3 105 4.31 3 104 3.22 3 105
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function with a north–south variation taken from ZA

so that

u(f,l)5 uSP
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�
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The constants used for this test case are m1 5 2 3 1025,

uSP5240«, uEQ5 30«, and uNP5220«where «5 1/300.

The initial moisture profile is set just below the saturation

level so qy(f, l) 5 0.98qsat (h, u), where qsat(h, u) is es-

tablished from Eq. (A.11) in ZA, where q05 0.0492238.

c. Uniform-resolution results: Moist barotropic
instability test

Figure 9 depicts several fields for the barotropic wave

at day 6 for the uniform high-resolution reference so-

lution c2048 (’5 km). This simulation shows that the

development of the jet instability and the evolution of

the initial vorticity rollups into sharp gradients (in-

dicated as black solid and dashed contour lines in

Figs. 9c and 9d) are consistent with the dry simulation

results in Galewsky et al. (2004). The new aspects are

that significant cloud formation qc does not begin before

day 4, and qc does not precipitate (via the conversion to

qr) until five days into the simulation. By day six, the

barotropic wave has created distinct vortices and thin

vorticity filaments. Within these frontal and cutoff low–

like features, areas of cloud and rain have formed. The

temperature u in Fig. 9a and water vapor qy in Fig. 9b

echo the structure of the contoured relative vorticity

field (in Figs. 9c and 9d). The protrusions of colder and

drier areas within the vorticity troughs mimic frontal

systems in the midlatitudes. The qc field is depicted in

Fig. 9c, while Fig. 9d shows the total amount of rain-

water qr that has precipitated out over the preceding

12 hours. The highest areas of cloud and rain are within

these vorticity troughs with smaller values of qc located

around the cutoff lows.

The effects of resolution and mesh refinement on the

barotropic instability’s vorticity field has been well

covered for dry simulations [see St-Cyr et al. (2008),

Weller et al. (2009), and Scott et al. (2016)]. Therefore,

we focus our investigation on how the cloud qc and pre-

cipitation of the physics scheme are affected by changing

resolutions which serve as a reference forAMR runs. The

qc fields at day 6 for four other uniform resolutions, c128,

c256, c512, and c1024, are depicted in Fig. 10 for com-

parison with the c2048 run qc plot in Fig. 9c. Cloud cover

area is fairly consistent across all resolutions in Fig. 10,

with the exception of the c128 run. We interpret the two

extra areas of cloud cover between 808 and 1708 longitude

in Fig. 10a as artifacts of a wavenumber four created as

the jet moves over the four corners of the cubed sphere.

Similar difficulties for coarser resolutions runs on the

cubed sphere were observed by St-Cyr et al. (2008) and

Ullrich et al. (2010). While the overall shape and area of

the cloud field converge at resolutions of c512 and higher,

the concentration of the qc field decreases with increasing

resolution.

The 12-h accumulation of precipitated water qr at day

6 for the four uniform resolutions is plotted in Fig. 11

and corresponds to Fig. 9d for the uniform c2048 run.

We observe that the peak 12-h accumulation rate nearly

doubles between the c256 run (Fig. 11b) and the c2048

FIG. 9. Day 6 snapshots of the evolving barotropic wave for the

c2048 uniform run’s (a) temperature field, (b) qy moisture field,

(c) qc cloud field, and (d) past 12-h accumulation of the qr pre-

cipitated water field. The solid and dashed black contour lines in

(c),(d) represent the positive and negative relative vorticity, re-

spectively. The spacing between contour lines is 5 3 1025 s21.
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run (Fig. 9d). Like the qc field, the overall coverage and

structure of the rain field converges well with resolution,

with only the area of heavier precipitation expanding as

resolution increases. The location of the highest pre-

cipitation accumulation in the front-like system cen-

tered around21008 longitude shifts from a small area at

the western edge of the bottom of the trough (as seen in

Fig. 11c) to a broad area along the leading (eastern) edge

and a secondary long and narrow area along the western

edge (as seen in Figs. 11d and 9d).

d. AMR results: Moist barotropic instability test

For our implementation of AMR in this moist

shallow-water system, we created two refinement

tagging criteria: a relative vorticity threshold with

jzj . 2.3 3 1025 s21 and a physics variable qc-based

threshold with qc . 3.0 3 1025. The magnitude of the

vorticity threshold is roughly a quarter of the initial

maximum absolute value of the relative vorticity. This

ensures that the jet is sufficiently covered by refinement

without adding excess refinement away from the main

features. The magnitude of the cloud water threshold

was selected to avoid refinement on low concentrations

of cloud water that form around the equator throughout

the simulation. The latter are triggered by gravity waves

(due to the initial dynamical imbalance of the initial

height perturbation, see the test case description) and

having the initial water vapor values close to saturation.

FIG. 11. Plots depicting the 12-h accumulation in the qr pre-

cipitated water field for (a) c128, (b) c256, (c) c512, and (d) c1024

uniform runs. The c2048 uniform run plot of the same field in

Fig. 9d serves as a reference. The solid and dashed black contour

lines represent the positive and negative relative vorticity, re-

spectively, using the same contour spacing as in Fig. 9.

FIG. 10. Plots of the qc cloud field at day 6 for several uniform

resolutions: (a) c128, (b) c256, (c) c512, and (d) c1024. The c2048

uniform run plot of the same field in Fig. 9c serves as a reference.

The solid and dashed black contour lines represent the positive and

negative relative vorticity, respectively, using the same contour

spacing as in Fig. 9.
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Additionally, the vorticity tag triggers refinement

from the start of the simulation over the entire jet, en-

suring features of interest are well resolved throughout

the simulation. The qc tag is more stringent and does not

trigger refinement until clouds form around day 4. It also

only refines over more localized areas and uses signif-

icantly fewer computational resources. However, this

leads to coarser resolutions over the developing in-

stabilities. Four AMR runs with one level of X 5 4

refinement are implemented. The vorticity tag is im-

plemented within a c64 base-level run and a c256 run,

while the qc tag is implemented within a c128 base-level

run and a c256 run.

Figure 12 depicts the qc field at day 6 for four AMR

runs while Fig. 13 depicts the 12-h qr accumulation at

day 6. The broader area of refinement created by the

vorticity tagging criterion in the c64 base resolution

AMR run reduces the grid imprinting typically seenwith

coarser resolutions. The cloud field (Fig. 12a) and 12-h

accumulated precipitation (Fig. 13a) are comparable to

those of the c256 uniform run (Figs. 10b and 11b). The

c128 AMR run using the qc tagging criterion demon-

strates some of the drawbacks of the more stringent

AMR criterion. Grid imprinting still occurs, with re-

finement actually being triggered over it (Fig. 12b). The

three main areas of cloud concentration in Fig. 12b are,

however, comparable to their counterparts in the uniform

c512 run (Fig. 10c). The heaviest areas of precipitation in

Fig. 11c match that of the c512 run as well, though the

precipitation field has large areas of small-scale, but

noisy, precipitation on the western sides of the two

largest troughs.

The c64 vorticity tag AMR run and the c128 qc tag

AMR run have roughly the same computational cost.

However, the c64 run has a higher computational bur-

den for the first four days of the simulation, while the

c128 run has a higher burden once refinement has been

triggered after day 4. The c64 AMR run better captures

the large global structure while the c128 AMR run

better captures the localized structure of the cloud and

rain distribution in the main troughs.

The higher base resolution in the two c256 AMR

runs using the qc tag in Fig. 12c and the vorticity tag in

Fig. 12d eliminates the grid imprinting. For both runs,

the qc field visually converges to the uniform c1024 run

and both runs capture the shifting of the precipitation

maximum in the leftmost trough (Figs. 11c,d). The qc
tag run only has a base-resolution coverage of the rings

of low concentration cloud along the edges of the main

qc areas in Fig. 12c. These features correspond to the

thin weak cloud filaments that buttress the main fila-

ments of clouds in the c128 and c256 uniform runs

(Figs. 10a,b). They are present in the AMR runs

because they lie along the coarse-fine grid boundary.

The qc tag runs also have areas of small-scale, noisy

precipitation (Fig. 11c) seen in the c128 qc tag run.

Both these features are reduced significantly in the

c256 vorticity tag AMR run.

These improvements come with significant compu-

tational cost. The c256 AMR vorticity tag run has

roughly 4.5 times the computational cost as the qc tag

run, and by day 6 still has twice as many c1024 cells.

These costs suggest that a higher base resolution that

resolves the barotropic flow might make vorticity

tagging unnecessary. The qc tag is nearly as effective.

Additionally, a lower cloud concentration threshold

may reduce the noisy low-level edges by extending

refinement out beyond the cloud formation areas.

This can compensate the observed shortcomings of

FIG. 12. The cloud qc field profile at day 6 for several AMR runs

with one level of x4 refinement. The tagging criterion for (a),(d) is a

relative vorticity threshold of jzj. 2.33 1025 s21. The criterion for

(b),(c) is qc . 3.0 3 1025. The block structures of the refinement

levels are outlined in black.
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the qc tag without a significant increase in computa-

tional cost.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we examined two different forcing

frameworks to mimic the effects of atmospheric mois-

ture within a 2D shallow-water system. These schemes

add complexity to the shallow-water system and create

dynamic features that can benefit from use ofAMR. The

first moist physics framework adds a water vapor vari-

able and a mass sink triggered by saturation. We

implemented a strengthening vortex test case with this

setup. In the second forcing framework, the effects of

moisture were coupled to the momentum equations

through a temperature variable, linked to the moisture

variables through latent heat. We used this setup with

the barotropic instability test case. The series of uniform

simulations show that the evolution of the features of

interest converges with increasing resolution for both

test cases. Using the fourth-order finite-volume model

Chombo AMR model, we implemented the two test

cases in a series of uniform resolution and AMR simu-

lations. These simulations can aid the establishment of

guidelines for effective AMR refinement criteria.

With both forced shallow-water test cases, we in-

vestigated the effectiveness of different AMR strategies

and AMR’s effect on the physics forcing as grid reso-

lutions changed. The forcing in both cases functioned

effectively across the varying resolutions and multiple

levels of AMR. With regards to refinement strategies,

the sensitivity to AMR refinement criteria was much

more pronounced in the strengthened vortex setup. The

response of the moist barotropic wave test case to AMR

refinement criteria was fairly consistent. The changes in

the criteria did not significantly alter the growth and

structure of clouds and rain within the wave, so long as

the initial refinement adequately resolved the wave to

avoid computational grid artifacts.

In the strengthening vortex test case, the strength and

evolution of the central vortex ring were quite sensi-

tive to initial resolution and the time point at which

AMR levels are triggered, though the vortex did not

strengthen significantly or underwent rapid structural

changes during the first few days. We observed that

AMR runs with solutions most similar to the uniform

high-resolution runs had some initial levels of re-

finement either initially or within the first day. AMR not

added initially was still beneficial. The vortex evolution

process was merely delayed by lack of refinement. The

application of refinement allowed the vortex to catch-up

to the high-resolution reference vortex. The time win-

dow in which AMR would trigger this process was lim-

ited. If high-resolution AMR was not triggered until

many days into the simulation, the AMR solution di-

verged from the high-resolution runs.

Both test case simulations demonstrate that the

starting grid resolution must be able to adequately re-

solve the features of interest to maximize the AMR ef-

fectiveness. AMR cannot correct errors caused before

refinement begins. Additional refinement with AMR

beyond that base level improved the model, particularly

with regards to the small-scale vorticity features in the

TC-like test case. To obtain early refinement with

AMR, the tagging criteria must be tailored to proper-

ties uniquely associated with the origins of the feature

of interest, which is difficult even in these idealized

shallow-water systems. Refinement criteria also need

to consider the computational cost. We used a higher

vorticity threshold in Tag 3 for the vortex test case to

FIG. 13. Past 12-h accumulation of qr at day 6 for the AMR runs

depicted in Fig. 12.
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try to reduce number of grid cells but it still added

significantly more refined blocks than the other sim-

ulations. The scaled refinement thresholds helped

reduce computational cost but also delayed the use

of the highest refinement levels until much later in

the simulation. Adjusting the scale ratio, so that the

vorticity threshold increases at less than the cur-

rently chosen one-to-one ratio could provide a com-

promise between adequate resolution and acceptable

computational cost.

A more complex refinement option could include

multiple criteria such as having the initial level of AMR

be based on a large-scale feature like surface pressure or

the wind field and have additional AMR levels trigger

on more small-scale fields like sharp vorticity gradients

or precipitation. An alternative technique is to use a

combination of initial static refinement and AMR. For

example, in tracking and resolving tropical cyclones in a

realistic climate simulation, a static region of refinement

could be placed over regions of cyclogenesis. The trop-

ical storms that develop could be further refined with

AMR tagging on surface pressure and followed as they

traverse and exit the region of static refinement. Future

work will consist of extending the analysis to AMR in

the full 3D nonhydrostatic dynamical core, focusing on

similar simplified physics parameterization schemes.

This work has already started and initial results for a

dry colliding modons test case (Lin et al. 2017) and

the idealized moist tropical cyclone test case by Reed

and Jablonowski (2011, 2012) are documented in

Ferguson (2018).
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